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FOR THOSE WHO SUFFER ON ACCOUNT
OF THE CROSS OF CHRIST

HRISTIANS IN THE
Middle East urgently
need our help and prayers.
Persecution, conflict and
extreme poverty threaten to
wipe out 2,000 years of continuous Christian presence
in the lands where the Apostles first preached the Faith.
Violence and other forms
of oppression have spread
fear and panic, affecting the
lives of thousands of families in Iraq and Syria where Christians have lived since the times of
Christ and his disciples. In Egypt
too, the Christians have become all
too familiar with acts of hatred targeting the Copts precisely because
of the Faith that they share with us.

almost one million; now barely
200,000 remain. In Syria, the
faithful numbered 1.5 million up
until 2010 but now the Christian
community has dwindled to perhaps 450,000. An ancient civilisation, whose culture has existed in
an unbroken line for thousands of
For refusing to renounce their be- years, has been at breaking point.
lief in Jesus Christ and the Church
He founded, loved ones have been As a registered Catholic charity,
killed, women raped, children ab- Aid to the Church in Need has priducted, priests kidnapped and en- oritised help for suffering Christire communities forced from their tians in the Middle East with the
homes. People of all backgrounds express objective of helping the
have suffered but Christians have faithful survive persecution and
been especially targeted and hun- keeping the Church alive in its andreds of thousands of people have cient homeland. On behalf of the
had no choice but to leave their be- thousands of families who turn to
loved homelands. In Iraq, before us for help, Aid to the Church in
2003 Christians were estimated at Need is sincerely grateful to the

Provost, Father Julian Large,
the Fathers of the Oratory, and
all the parishioners, for your
steadfast support for the charity’s vital work in this most
sacred of regions in the world.

In northern Iraq, the charity’s
main task has been to help
120,000 people who fled for
their lives when Daesh (ISIS)
militants invaded the Nineveh
Plains and the nearby city of
Mosul, which had been home to
Christians for 1,800 years. From the
moment the displaced families arrived in Kurdish northern Iraq, Aid to
the Church in Need began providing
food, medicine, shelter and schooling, working with project partners
including Chaldean Catholic Archbishop Bashar Warda of Erbil. When
Daesh was finally forced out, Aid to
the Church in Need started the work
to enable the families to return home.
ACN has helped to repair homes,
churches, convents, orphanages,
pastoral centres — many of them
badly scarred by arson attacks. We
have provided support for Sisters
and priests — Mass stipends and day
to-day costs to enable them to carry
out their important ministry in sup-
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port of a faithful community who
have suffered so much. This commitment to the cause of Christianity in Nineveh has, in itself, done a
great deal to encourage the faithful
to leave those regions where they
have been living in displacement
and go back home. Just 18 months
after the work began, 9,060 families have returned – more than 45
percent of those living there before
the crisis. Nearly 5,750 homes have
now been restored – more than 40
percent of the total, up from 25 percent only six months ago.
A few weeks ago, Neville KyrkeSmith, National Director of Aid to
the Church in Need (UK), led an
important ACN project team to Iraq
so that they could see for themselves the progress being made and
report back. Neville, who has spoken at appeals and talks at the Oratory over many years, said: “The
most extraordinary thing we saw
was the faith of the people, despite
all the persecution they have endured. It was inspiring and uplifting
to see how they have responded in
the face of such immense challenges. Seeing what has been achieved
with the help of ACN was a great
encouragement. People who were
driven out of their towns and villages, and at one time lived as internal refugees in their own country,
not knowing what the future held
in store for them, have now been
able to return home. We have been
privileged to help sustain the Christian Faith in its biblical homeland.
To celebrate Mass in a burnt-out
Church on All Saints’ Day and meet
the living saints who have gone
through so much suffering was
something we’ll never forget.”

Meantime, in Syria, Aid to the
Church in Need is working with
project partners to provide emergency and pastoral help to families in areas worst affected by the
bombardment including Damascus,
Aleppo and Homs. Within the past
12 months, ACN has fulfilled 143
projects, including food parcels
for 2,350 of the poorest families in
Aleppo’s Old City, ongoing support
for a centre for 90 young people
with learning disabilities cared for
in Homs, and repair of the city’s
Melkite cathedral, devastated by
multiple bombs.
Just this month alone, 20 new projects were added to the list of ACN
programmes of aid for Syria. This
included help for 160 students in
Damascus, winter heating fuel for
families in Hassake, 21,500 copies of a catechism for distribution
in Latakia. Also in Latakia, over
the next 12 months, ACN is providing milk for 750 families. And
now ACN is giving 16,100 children
across Syria Christmas gifts – warm
clothes and Christmas sweets. Sister
Annie Demerjian, who is distributing ACN aid to the poorest families,
thanked benefactors for their support, saying: “Our families have
nobody in the world but each other
and you.”
John Pontifex
¶ The author is press officer for Aid to
the Church in Need. This organization
founded in 1947, provides spiritual and
material help in over 145 countries. In
2011 Pope Benedict XVI named the organization a Pontifical Foundation. The
American office is located at 725 Leonard
St., P.O. Box 220384, Brooklyn, NY 11222
(churchinneed.org). This article appeared
in the December, 2018 issue of The Oratory
Parish Magazine, the parish paper of the
Brompton (London) Oratory.

THE PRESENTATION OF
CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE
or

THE PURIFICATION OF
SAINT MARY THE VIRGIN
commonly called

CANDLEMAS DAY
Saturday February 2, 2019
10:00AM
Blessing of Candles,
Solemn Procession
Solemn High Mass & Sermon
You may bring unused household
candles for blessing.

W

SNOWDAYS

E ARE IN THE MONTHS
when it is possible we will
have heavy snowfall accumulations
on weekends, making driving hazardous. Parishioners should use their
own good judgment and stay safe.
The 11:30 AM Sunday Mass will
almost never be cancelled when Fr.
Bradford is in town. That is because
the route from the rectory to the
church is almost exclusively parkway
and is well maintained even in blizzards. So there is no need to call to
see if “church is on.” Many of our parishioners travel a great distance. So
safety is the first concern. Remember
that you do nothing for the Kingdom
of Heaven by unnecessarily putting
yourself at risk.
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WHY ARE WE HERE?

S

“Let us give thanks to the Father,
who has made you fit to share
in the inheritance of the holy ones in
light.” (Col. 1:12)

O DOES ST. PAUL PRAISE
God in our first reading from
God’s Holy Word in the Bible this
evening;
So do we, your bishops, your pastors, thank God for you, here in the
home of our mother, jam-packed
like the seventh game of the World
Series at Yankee Stadium, with
teeming numbers united with us
on EWTN and in various churches
throughout the nation; a solidarity in prayer and witness that will
persevere through this vigil, flow
through dozens of Masses tomorrow, and culminate in our March
for Life.

it is threatened, from racism to
immigrants from the war torn to
the hungry. As Rev. King’s niece
often reminds us, her uncle would
be marching with us in the defense
of unborn life were not the dignity
of his own person and the sanctity
of his own life tragically violated
fifty years ago this spring.

by the majority of the media, considered unwashed by most of the
academia and Hollywood, and ignored and criticized by most in one
of the two political parties. In my
state, abortion is legal up to the moment of birth, can be paid for by our
tax money, those whose conscience
will not allow them to do this can
lose their job, those who wish to
present a creative alternative are
threatened with closure. What a
paradox and heavenly sign that the
Sisters of Life were founded in such
a pro-abortion state! That’s why we
come from New York brothers and
sisters, cause we’re lonely and need
encouragement.

No surprise, for, like the Reverend
Martin Luther King, our prayers
and witness are about civil rights,
the right to life and to equal protection of the law guaranteed by our
constitution, for the most fragile,
marginalized, and threatened—the
tiny, innocent baby in the womb.

We are here to advocate and give
witness, to advocate for those who
cannot yet speak or walk with us,
the preborn baby, whose future is
in jeopardy and can be ended by
a so called choice by another; to
give witness that millions, mostly
young people, share their passion
that the baby has civil rights.

Like Pastor King, our belief in
the dignity of the human person
and sacredness of human life propels us to concern for human life
wherever, whenever, and however

And, yes, a third reason we come
every year is to lobby for life. Our
elected representatives, executive
and legislative, and the judiciary
they appoint, need to see, hear, and
feel the grassroots power and sincere voices of millions who lack the
cash of the abortion industry, who
can’t find many in Hollywood to
support them, who can’t get a hearing on campus, and, who are told
not to run for office in some states,
that we will not give up, that reason and the grand American tradition enshrined in our foundational
documents are on our side, and that
our love for babies, their struggling
moms and dads, and our passion
for a society to assist and protect
all vulnerable life will keep us at it,
because, to borrow my brother pastor’s refrain, “We shall overcome!”

We are here to fight the heavy
temptation to discouragement.
See, as noble as our cause is, we
are ridiculed, dismissed, harassed,
and even persecuted, snickered at

Yet there is one more reason why
we are here: to pray! To turn to Jesus, once alive in His own mother’s
womb, who, as St. Paul teaches us
this very evening, “Delivered us

Observers, friendly or not, remark
that this annual event we begin
this evening in prayer and close
in about twenty-four hours, which
has now gone on forty-four years,
reminds them of the peaceful yet
effective protests for civil rights
organized by the prophetic pastor
whose birthday we commemorated
Monday.

Pastor King would often begin
his stirring speeches, which still
move us, by asking his listeners,
“Why are we here?”
So do I pose that question to you:
Just why are we here? Can I anticipate your responses?
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from the power of darkness...”
“The power of darkness..!.”
Oh–oh! The forces we face are not
just those we can see; I’m afraid
we battle as well an axis we cannot
see, whose powers are stronger than
any in creation save one, our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ, who called
Himself “the way, the truth, and the
life.”
So we come to a safe place to
commence our project, a home the
powers of darkness are scared of,
a house where Mary is our Mother
and where Jesus dwells, and where
we are with family. We come to admit realistically that there are powers of darkness in a culture Pope
Francis calls “throwaway” and St.
John Paul terms “of death.”
As Pope Francis often reminds us,
we are fools if we dismiss the power of Satan. So, you bet we are here
to advocate, to be encouraged, to
lobby...but we are here, not as warriors but as apostles of life, apostles
armed not with money, hate, or destructive words, but, as the Holy
Father exhorts, with love and joy.
Apostles of life who, like those
first twelve, believe in the power
of Jesus, and who saw, as recorded
in this evening’ s gospel, “Unclean
spirits fall down before him and
shout, “You are the Son of God.”
“Let us give thanks to the Father,
... who delivered us from the power
of darkness, and transferred us to
the kingdom of His beloved Son.”
Timothy Cardinal Dolan
¶ This sermon was preached by the Archbishop of New York in the Basilica of the
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington, D.C. at the Mass of
the Vigil for Life, January 18, 2018.

SHORT NOTES
Ñ Many thanks to Kevin McDermott who sang the Noveritis at the
Epiphany Mass. This proclamation
gives notice of the principal feast
days in the church calendar. Kevin
also sang the Proclamation of the
Lord’s Nativity which is a part of
the Christmas Mass.
Ñ Thanks also to the readers and
schola members who participated
in our annual Lessons and Carols
service on January 6th, and to Cindi
McDermott, Judie Bradford, Steve
Cavanaugh, and all who hosted the
reception following the service.
Ñ Our parish had half a dozen participants travel to Washington, DC
for the annual March for Life, this
year held on January 18th. The previous item in this parish paper is a
sermon Cardinal Dolan gave at last
year’s event.
Ñ Year’s-mind Masses will be offered for Mary Marks (mother of
Anne Johansson) on February 16th
and for Janet Ray on February 23rd.
May they rest in peace.
Ñ Progress! In the past year in St
Lawrence Church we have begun
enjoying new carpeting, new lighting, an elevator, and a kneeler we
are using for communion. Our
thanks to all who made these improvements possible.
Ñ Lent begins March 6th. Bring last
year’s palms for burning February
24 and March 3. Now is the time
to order any Lent supplies. We will
have copies of Fr Stravinskas’ book
of Lent meditations, and the Magnificat Lent Companion available
for purchase.

FAITHFUL
DEPARTED
SOULS

Ñ The condolences of the parish go
to parishioner Brenda Bubeck on the
death of her sister Judy Smith. Brenda
and Judy lived in separate apartments
in the same building in Brockton and
attended Mass locally. Judy Smith
was 79 years old. Long-time parishioners will remember Brenda and her
husband Don as among our original
members.
Ñ Fr George G Greenway, Jr departed this life on July 23, 2018. He
had lived on St Simon’s Island Georgia for the past twenty years. A native of Waltham, he was ordained in
the Episcopal Church in 1954, and in
1987 was ordained a Catholic priest.
He lived in East Longmeadow at the
time and was our visiting priest many
times before his retirement to Georgia.
Ñ We have learned of the death of
Msgr William H Stetson on January
3, 2019. An Opus dei priest, he had
been a classmate of Cardinal Law at
Harvard and later assisted the Cardinal as secretary for the Pastoral Provision. In that capacity he was a great
help to Father Bradford during his
transition into the Catholic Church.
May the souls of the faithful departed
rest in peace, and may light perpetual
shine upon them.
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YOU HAVE TO HAVE PETER

UT OF THE
whole world
one man, Peter, is
chosen to preside
at the calling of all
the apostles and all
the fathers of the
Church.
Though
there are in God’s
people many bishops and many shepherds, Peter is thus
appointed to rule
in his own person
those whom Christ
also rules as the
original ruler. Beloved, how great and wonderful is
this sharing in power that God in
his goodness has given to this man.
Whatever Christ has willed to be
shared in common by Peter and the
other leaders of the Church, it is
only through Peter that he has given to others what he has not refused
to bestow on them.

earthly opinion, but have been enlightened by inspiration from heaven. It was not flesh and blood that
pointed me out to you, but the one
whose only-begotten Son I am.

But when he presses the disciples
to say what they think themselves;
the first to confess his faith in the
Lord is the one who is first in rank
among the apostles.

He continues: And I say to you. In
other words, as my Father has revealed to you my godhead, so I in
my turn make known to you your
preeminence. You are Peter: though
I am the inviolable rock, the cornerstone that makes both one, the
foundation apart from which no one
can lay any other, yet you also are a
rock; for you are given solidity by
my strength, so that which is my
very own because of my power is
common between us through your
participation.

Peter says: You are the Christ, the
Son of the living God. Jesus replies:
Blessed are you, Simon Bar-Jona,
for flesh and blood has not revealed
it to you, but my Father who is in
heaven. You are blessed, he means,
because my Father has taught you.
You have not been deceived by

And upon this rock I will build my
Church, and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it. On this strong
foundation, he says, I will build an
everlasting temple. The great height
of my Church, which is to penetrate
the heavens, shail rise on the firm
foundation of this faith!

The Lord now asks the apostles as
a whole what men think of him. As
long as they are recounting the uncertainty born of human ignorance,
their reply is always the same.

The gates of hell
shall not silence
this confession of
faith; the chains of
death shall not bind
it. Its words are the
words of life. As
they lift up to heaven, those who pro
fess them, so they
send down to hell
those who contradict them.

Blessed Peter is
therefore told: To
you I will give the
keys of the kingdom
of heaven. Whatever you bind on
earth shall be bound also in heaven.
Whatever you loose on earth shall
be loosed also in heaven.
The authority vested in this power
passed also to the other apostles and
the institution established by this
decree has been continued in all the
leaders of the Church. But it is not
without good reason that what is
bestowed on all is entrusted to one.
For Peter received it separately in
trust because he is the prototype set
before all the rulers of the Church.
Pope Leo the Great
¶ Pope Leo (c400-46l) reigned from 440.
Pope Benedict XVI said Leo’s papacy “was
undoubtedly one of the most important in
the Church’s history.”
Sunday, February 24th is the Feast of the
Chair of St Peter, the Feast of Title of the
Ordinariate.
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A MUTUAL
RELATIONSHIP

F

IRST OF ALL, IT IS VERY
important to remember that
prayer is an encounter and a relationship, a relationship which is
deep, and this relationship cannot
be forced either on us or on God.
The fact that God can make himself present or can leave us with
the sense of his absence is part of
this live and real relationship. If we
could mechanically draw him into
an encounter, force him to meet us,
simply because we have chosen this
moment to meet him, there would
be no relationship and no encounter. We can do that with an image,
with the imagination, or with the
various idols we can put in front of
us instead of God; we can do nothing of the sort with the living God,
any more than we can do it with a
living person. A relationship must
begin and develop in mutual freedom. If you look at the relationship
in terms of mutual relationship,
you will see that God could complain about us a great deal more
than we about him. We complain
that he does not make himself
present to us for the few minutes
we reserve for him, but what about
the twenty-three and a half hours
during which God may be knocking at our door and we answer ‘I
am busy, I am sorry’ or when we
do not answer at all because we do
not even hear the knock at the door
of our heart, of our minds, of our
conscience, of our life. So there
is a situation in which we have no
right to complain of the absence of
God, because we are a great deal
more absent than he ever is.
Archbishop Anthony Bloom
¶ This excerpt is taken from School for
Prayer, originally published in London by
Darton, Longman & Todd (1970).

THE LOVE
OF GOD FOR
SOULS

T

HIS SECTION OF THE GOSPEL
intermingles two healings because they practically occur simultaneously. The healing of the woman with the issue of blood and the
raising of Jairus’ daughter also both
illustrate the importance of unwavering faith in Christ.
In the case of the woman, she acted
in a covert way for several reasons.
It would have been embarrassing to
divulge her condition in public. And
doing so would have risked being
driven away by a crowd concerned
with legal defilement. But when
Christ says, “Who touched Me?” it
was not to scold or repudiate, but
because the love of God wants to
know souls who come to Him.
Later, the messengers think it is
too late for Jesus to do anything
for the girl. “Why bother the Master any further?” But Jesus turns to
Jairus and says all will be well if
his faith remains unshaken. Never
mind what anybody else thinks!
And again because the love of God
cares for souls, Christ tells the girl’s
happy father not to forget to give
her something to eat.
Both incidents not only show
Christ’s power over sickness but
His love for the souls He came to
save.
Father Bradford
¶ A sermon preached on Tuesday, February 1, 2011. The gospel at Mass was Mark
5:21-43.

GOODNESS
GIVES ITSELF
AWAY

S

AINT THOMAS AQUINAS
was once asked what God does
all day. The answer of the greatest
theologian in the Catholic tradition was simple and beautiful: “He
enjoys himself!” To put this more
technically, God rests in the perfection and goodness of his own
existence, and in that act finds unsurpassable joy. That same Thomas
Aquinas, following the Platonic tradition, also taught that bonumest diffisiuum sui (the good is diffusive of
itself), meaning that goodness tends
to overflow, effervesce, give itself
away. This is why, furthermore,
God’s sheer joy in himself bubbles
over into creation, the Creator, as it
were, sharing the goodness that he
has. How wonderful and mysterious
that on the night before he died Jesus, an emissary from the very inner
life of God, said to his disciples, “I
have told you these things that my
joy may be in you and your joy may
be complete” (cf. Jn 15:11).
Catholicism is indeed about doctrine, liturgy, sacraments, the saints,
art and architecture, councils, and
popes, but finally it’s about the joy
of sharing the divine life. Don’t we
sense this in the playful humor of
Saint Philip Neri, in the exuberance
of G.K. Chesterton, in the wry smile
of Saint John Paul II? And wasn’t
the poet right when he said, “joy is
the flag that flies over the castle of
our hearts, announcing that the King
is in residence today”?
Bishop Robert Barron
¶ Bishop Barron is a well-known theologian, author, and speaker and founder of
the global media ministry Word on Fire. He
serves as auxiliary bishop of Los Angeles.
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THE ISSUE DOES NOT GO AWAY

S

OMETIME AFTER THE IRISH
people voted, by a 2/3 majority, to remove the right to life for
unborn children from the Irish Constitution, a small piece, in an English Catholic magazine, caught my
attention.
The author made reference to the
various terms used to describe abortion: “the right to choose,” “abortion care,” “reproductive rights”
— but no mention of the fact that
unborn babies lose their lives when
an abortion takes place.
The author also made reference to
the enormous loss of blood in the
history of Ireland in the past 1000
years, and he mentions specifically
the Battle of Clontarf and the bombings of Omagh — two events about
which I have no prior knowledge.
But, in fact, most people know
about the “Troubles” and the largescale shedding of innocent blood in
our own lifetime in Ireland.
At the end of this small piece I
stumbled upon in this English Catholic magazine, which was written
before the May 25 vote, the author
makes the statement that May 25
“may emerge as the bloodiest day
in the history of Ireland!”
As the grandson of Michael Clancy and Mary Manning, two Irish
immigrants to the United States
in the late 19th century, the parents
of eight children — of whom my
mother was the seventh — that conclusion was a chilling and sobering
reminder of the reality of abortion,
the death of an unborn girl or boy,
who never sees the light of day.
And now, in our own country,
whose citizens have shed so much
of their blood in defense of their fellow citizens and the citizens of oth-

er nations around the world — especially in two World Wars, Korea,
Viet Nam, in the Middle East — we
are faced with the ongoing deaths of
60,069,971 unborn children since
the legalization of abortion in 1973.
In fact, the death toll goes on. A lot
of blood has been shed.
We really need to remind ourselves,
all of the time, that the primordial,
fundamental evil of our times is the
shedding of the blood of the most innocent of all people, innocent girls
and boys waiting to be born, defenseless girls and boys who cannot
defend themselves before they get to
be born, speechless girls and boys
who have no say about whether they
live or die.
I often wonder what the Soldiers,
Sailors, Airmen, Airwomen, Marines, and Coast Guard members,
who have given their lives in defense
of our nation and our allies, would
think of what they were dying for
if they had known in advance that
60,069,971 unborn children would
die in the United States as the result
of an abortion — another chilling
and sobering thought.
Mother Theresa of Calcutta, now a
canonized Saint, made a very blunt
statement when she spoke at a National Prayer Breakfast in Washington, D.C. several years ago: “America will truly be a great nation only
when it stops killing its children”
— yet another chilling and sobering
thought.
Monsignor William M. Helmick
¶ Msgr Helmick retired in November, 2018
after thirty-one years as Pastor of St Theresa of Ávila Church, West Roxbury. This article was published in the November, 2018
issue of The Helpers of God’s Precious Infants, Issue 56.
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THE CONGREGATION
OF SAINT ATHANASIUS
The Revd.
Richard Sterling Bradford,
Chaplain
Saint Lawrence Church
774 Boylston Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
(Parking lot behind the church)
Sundays 11:30 AM
Sung Mass
Fellowship and Coffee in the
Undercroft after Mass
Rectory:
767 West Roxbury Pkwy.
Boston, MA 02132-2121
Tel/Fax: (617) 325-5232
congregationstathanasius.com

SATURDAY MASS IN
THE ORDINARIATE FORM
is celebrated each week at 8:00 AM
at the Marian altar in St. Theresa of
Ávila Church, 2078 Centre St., West
Roxbury. Enter the main church via the
pavilion or the St. Theresa Avenue side
doors.

CONTRA MUNDUM

The name of our parish paper comes
from the Latin phrase, “Athanasius
contra mundum,” meaning “Athanasius against the world,” as our patron
saint stood firmly for the fullness of
the faith. Fr. Bradford and the Congregation of Saint Athanasius publish this
paper monthly. To receive it by mail,
send your address to the editor, Susan
Russo, at sjrusso@icloud.com or write
to Fr. Bradford at the rectory. All issues
are also on our website.
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St. Lawrence Church
774 Boylston Street (Route 9)
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
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Park in the church parking lot behind the Church,
30 Reservoir Road, Chestnut Hill 02467 (for GPS)
Directions by Car: From the North or South:
Route 128 to Route 9. At signal for Reservoir
Road, take the right; the Church parking lot is a
short distance on the left.
From Boston: From Stuart/Kneeland St., turn left
onto Park Plaza. Drive for 0.2 miles. Park Plaza
becomes St James Avenue. Drive for 0.3 miles.
Turn slight left onto ramp. Drive for 0.1 miles. Go
straight on Route 9. Drive for 3.5 miles. Turn left
onto Heath Street. Drive for 0.1 miles. Go straight
on Reservoir Road. Drive for 0.1 miles. The parking lot is on your right.
Directions by Public Transportation: From Kenmore Square station board Bus #60, which stops in
front of the Church. Alternatively, the Church is a
15-minute walk from the Cleveland Circle station
on the Green Line C branch.
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